Accommodation, Adaptive-Observer, actual disturbance time-behavior w(t) ---even when Disturbance-Inputs, Disturbance-Models the actual time-behavior of w(t) deviates from the behavior modeled by the "internal-copy" [5; Fig. 2 Abstract: This paper examines the ability of a and text below] of the w(t) state-dynamics embodied real-time "disturbance-observer" to adapt-to and in the disturbance-observer design (i.e., in the splineclosely estimate the time-behavior of a model and D-matrix). disturbance-input w(t) (and of it's state-vector z(t))
supporting examples and simulation results, is from the observer's "internal-copy" of the presented to explain the adaptive/robust disturbancenominal/predicted w(t)-behavior. By means of estimation capability of a disturbance-observer.
technical explanations and confirming simulation studies of numerical examples, the disturbance-II. Spline-Models and State-Models for Uncertain observer's adaptive ability is explained in terms-of Disturbance-Inputs the underlying spline-model used to derive the To minimize the complexity of this presentation, disturbance state-model and the intrinsic dynamic we will restrict attention to the simpler case of a characteristics of a state-observer.
single (and scalar) disturbance-input w(t). However, in principle, all our results apply also to the case of I. Introduction multivariable disturbance-inputs The modem-control concept of a "disturbanceobserver" for linear dynamical systems was w(t)= w= col. ( v(t), w2 (t), .,w (t)). originally developed in a 1966-68 research-study
In the mathematical-theory of disturbancefunded by NASA's Marshall Space-Flight Center accommodation, [7] , [8] , the uncertain time-behavior through the Huntsville Office of the General of a (real-valued, scalar) disturbance-input w(t) is Dynamics Corporation [1] , [2] . Those earliest modeled by a spline-function of the form results, obtained by variations of the optimal Linear Quadratic Regulator control-design methodology and v(t)=qf(t)+C2f2(t)+* .+CMJM(t); w=scalar, (1) by a novel alternative, purely ( [6] . In particular, such independent, known, "basis-functions" that are usercontrol-systems can automatically "accommodate" chosen to represent the user's knowledge/ (i.e., cancel-out, minimize or optimally utilize) the presumptions about the fundamental-modes presence of a broad variety of uncertain, persistent, (building-blocks) of w(t) time-behavior. At each uncontrollable-inputs (disturbance-inputs) wi(t) that moment "t" the basis-functions are "weighted" and would otherwise interfere-with the desired closedlinearly-combined according-to (1) to produce the loop behaviorofamultivariable dynamic system, [7] .
actual time-behavior (kinematics) of w(t) at that In connection with practical applications of moment. disturbance-accommodating control system design In practical applications the time-behavior of w(t) many users have observed that a disturbanceis "uncertain" because the values of the "stepwiseobserver is capable of adapting-to, and producing MA1 (6), the p-vector inputterm a(t) to obtain z D z + G(t) where dP w dp-lw dw0
where the {oc;} in (2) are known/knowable parameters that depend only on the basis set Ifi(tM and where each element ai(t) of a(t) is a time-sparse I l sequence of uncertain dirac-impulses having and, in some cases, may be time-varying parameters, unknown intensities and unknown (sparse) arrival- [8] . Consequently, the one, higher-order differential times. The effect of the impulse-sequences ai(t) on equation disturbance-model (2) can be replaced by an the solutions z(t) of (6) is to impart uncertain, timeequivalent "disturbance state-model" [6] consisting sparse jumps in the values of the corresponding zi(t) of a set of "p" first-order, ordinary, coupled and thereby "cause/model" similar, corresponding, differential equations of the form unknown time-sparse jumps in the values of the Cj in
Since the primary purpose of this paper is to provide a technical explanation for a disturbance where the "disturbance state-variables" zi are observer's apparent, inferred "adaptive-behavior" of suitably-defined independent, functions of w(t) and of the C, -values in (1) , between successive time-sparse the first (p-1) time-derivatives of w(t). For andthusthegain-ector +kdo shoud be desigoedtsufficiently short "settling-time) produces real-time and thus the gain-vector kd0 should be designed to esiae^i ()~4()ta r upiigyacrt make all solutions e,(t) of (9) approach zero°s ufficiently fast. Since we are assuming Do is a even when the actual w(t) is not constant but is constant matrix, it suffices to design kdo to be a disturbance-observer is continually re-evaluating, the state-estimate z(t), and reconciling z(t), with (1) IV. Relation Between the {C }M in (1) and the based-on "current" actual w(t)-behavior and on the I models (1), (6) . Thus, in the case cited, a slowly{zj }P in (6) varying actual w(t) is "seen/perceived" by a In the routine practical applications of continuous-time disturbance-state observer as a series disturbance-accommodating control-theory, it is of (infinitesimally) short, "constant" stair-step neither necessary nor beneficial to "know" the values variations in the expected w(t) = constant behavior of the Ci in (1), thanks to the ability to express the embodied in (1), (6) and in the corresponding best/optimal control-input (control-law) in terms of observer D-matrix structure. reliable, real-time observer-estimates of z (t) (and of In the remaining sections of this paper we will experimentally "'confirm" this intuition by means of plant states x (t)). This fortunate "ability" is so svrlwre xmlsuig elsi cmoie important it is called the Principle of (Real- (4)- (6) to performance of the disturbance observer when an experimentally evaluate the disturbance observer's appropriate dynamic basis for the observer is chosen "perception" (re-construction) of the actual, real-time when a "poor" choice is made for the dynamic basis values of the "weighting-constants" Ci in (1) when of that observer. Let us first consider an example the actual w(t) time-behavior (t E Q) deviates (both where the basis chosen for the disturbance observer is "mildly" and "grossly"!) from the time-behavior a "good" one ("good" in the sense that it contains a modeled by (1) and embodied in the structure of the basis representative of the disturbance). disturbance observer's D-matrix in (8). These results demonstrate that when the actual w(t)-behavior Example #1: deviates from the behavior modeled by (1), the state-* Disturbance a constant with a step-change at estimate z(t), generated by a continuous-time t = 3 s. "disturbance-state observer" infers that the * Spline-model for the disturbance observer is "constants" Ci in (1) are rapidly changing-value in a w(t) = cl + c2t (a "good" model) virtually-continuous, stair-step manner, so that the The disturbance state model is: resulting w(t) in (1) following composite observer feedback gain: inertia plant will be modeled with a disturbance applied. The system layout with a composite Ko =col(26.9, 279, 1320, 2400) (12) observer is given in Fig. 1 . this disturbance) the composite observer does a good Disturbance cancellation is achieved by feeding back job of estimating the disturbance and the observer the disturbance estimateto achieve BÛd Fw.
identifies thec1, c2 as "stepwise-constants". When an p (unpredictable Jump occurs at t 3 sec the observer
The the closed loop roots of the system at are placed experiences a transient but quickly recovers and locks at [-2 -2.5]. This results in Kp =i [5 4.5] This value back onto the disturbance w(t). In Fig. 2 (a) we see of p will be used throughout theexamples presented To demonstrate the "adaptive" behavior of the disturba(c) and examinatio disturbance observer we will first examine the of zi(t) in Fig. 2 (a) Fig. 2(b) shows that the c2 coefficient has a significant role during the transient and then returns
Composite observer poles at -6. 6±2.4i andto zero as the observer locks back onto the constant 6.9±L 1.2i result in an observer feedback gain of: disturbance and only cl is needed. Fig. 2 (c In this example we are tracking a constant w(t) = cl + C2t disturbance (with a jump) using an observer designed for the spline-model cl sin(w)t) + c2 cos(wt). One The disturbance state model is the same as in would expect poor disturbance tracking but the example #1 (11). The observer poles are also at the results shown in Fig. 4 demonstrate surprisingly good same location so the observer gain Ko is the same tracking perforance.
(12). This observer has the same basis so the relation between z(t) and c(t) is also the same (13). The surprising result shown in Fig. 3 is that a Note that in Fig. 4 the values of cl and c2 are disturbance observer designed with a dynamic model constantly shifting value/"adapting" as the sine and ("internal-copy") for a constant plus a ramp is able to cosine rise and fall with time "t". The behavior can track a sinusoid quite well. Both cl and c2 be explainedbythe factthatthe disturbance observer continually-adapt their "constant-values" to maintain constantly attempts to minimize the error between the accurate tracking ofdthesignedbanc distudisturbance estimatel(t) and the actual disturbance w(t) (8) . Even if the basis of the observer dynamics Example #3:
in no way reflects that thedistofbthe actual * Disturbance a constant with a step at t =f3 s.
